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Traditional Igbo (IG-bo) mbari (EM-bar-ee) are only found in the Owerri region of Igboland (present day Nigeria), and most likely did not originate with the Igbo but survives through them. Mbari are often dedicated to deities and portray everyday life in the traditional African village. Members of HON 300 –African Art chose to create an mbari celebrating the many forms of diversity unique to IPFW that would conform, in principle, to an Igbo mbari. For this project, it was the process of researching and understanding Igbo mbari shrines, working in a group, and creating the themes that best hold to the mbari’s traditional principles. The resulting project, created of non-permanent materials (cloth and paper maché), took two forms: a diversity celebration mbari and a commuter mbari, which were installed on the IPFW campus for one week, fall semester 1999.